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WHY OUR PROGRAM?
Through the Master of Science in 
Healthcare Management (MSHCM) 
program, you’ll gain the leadership 
skills and business acumen that are 
critical to establishing, managing 
and leading successful healthcare 
organizations. Organizational 
leadership is a strong focus of our 
curriculum and is a relevant and 
desired competency in today’s 
fast-changing, global marketplace. 

As an MSHCM program graduate, 
you will be able to develop and 
execute healthcare strategies, use 
management practices to advance 
an organization’s strategic goals and 
apply business principles to improve 
the healthcare experience. 

GUIDE THE FUTURE OF 
HEALTHCARE
The world of healthcare needs leaders who are equipped with the 
knowledge and business savvy skills necessary to help shape the 
future of the industry. If you are currently working or wish to work 
in a management position at a medical or healthcare organization, 
the Master of Science in Healthcare Management (MSHCM) degree 
program is designed for you. 

The practitioner-focused curriculum of the MSHCM program prepares 
you to lead and work effectively in the core business sectors within 
the healthcare industry, including finance, leadership, human capital 
management, technology, quality improvement and strategy.

“Earning my degree has given me the confidence I needed to help make a difference in my field. I enjoy the academic pursuits 
and self-development higher learning continues to bring me. TESU staff and mentors care and want you to succeed. They want 
their students to push the boundaries in their profession for continuous learning and improvements. As a working adult, you 
want to attend a university that offers complete online classes, TESU is just that. The rigorous curriculum, structure, as well as the 
support the mentors and staff offer are all beyond expectations. Being a part of the TESU family has been a great experience.” 
Leona Johnson, MSHCM ‘20

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN

HEALTHCARE 
MANAGEMENT

PROGRAM ADVANTAGES
 36-credit program with a practitioner-focused curriculum
 Contribute to the growth, quality and evolution of the rapidly-

growing healthcare industry
 Explore strategic and current models of healthcare managementWWW.TESU.EDU/MSHCM

THE LEADER IN ONLINE EDUCATION



Courses and Credit Allocation
MASTER OF SCIENCE 

IN HEALTHCARE 
MANAGEMENT

CORE COURSES 33
HCM-500 21st Century Healthcare Systems 3
HCF-701 Healthcare Finance 3
HCM-501 Organization of the  

Healthcare Value Chain 3
HRM-530 Human Resources Management 3
HCM-502 Healthcare Administrator  

Leadership 3
HCL-704 Healthcare Law 3
HCM-503 Quality Improvement  

Strategies in Healthcare 3
PJM-510 Project Management 3
HCO-702 Healthcare Management within 

a Healthcare Organization 3
ORR-510* Organizational Leadership 

(must be taken prior to Capstone) 3
MSM-620 Leading Strategic Change 3

CAPSTONE 3
MAN-630 Management Capstone 3

TOTAL 36
*NOTE: Organizational Research (ORR-510) must be taken 
prior to Management Capstone (MAN 630). You cannot 
take them in the same term. Contact your academic 
advisor to register for both courses.

Credits

Within a 100 mile radius of TESU:** 
 9.7% job growth 

(2020-2025) 
(Nation +10.5%) 

 37,958 known positions 
 4,438 annual openings 
 Median earnings  

≈ $74.8K/yr 

CAREER INSIGHTS

Top Occupations:
 Substance Abuse, Behavioral 

Disorder and Mental Health 
Counselors

 Medical and Health Services 
Managers

 Social and Community Service 
Managers

 Mental Health and Substance 
Abuse Social Workers

ONLINE. ACCREDITED. RESPECTED.
Three words that characterize Thomas Edison State University’s (TESU) 
unique approach to providing quality higher education in today’s 
technology-fueled times.

Dedicated to educating adult learners for five decades, TESU has set 
the standard in online learning. As the leader in online education and a 
national leader in the assessment of adult learning, TESU is accredited by 
the Middle States Commission on Higher Education and has been called 
“the college that paved the way for flexibility” by The New York Times.

Our innovative online and independent study courses and credit-by-exam 
programs give you the flexibility to pursue your degree when and where 
it is convenient for you. With more than 100 areas of study, TESU offers 
associate, bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degrees and undergraduate 
and graduate certificates. One of New Jersey’s senior public institutions, 
TESU’s liberal credit transfer policies and tuition models remove barriers for 
adults pursuing higher education. Our resume-relevant programs provide 
career-building skills to help you meet your educational and professional 
goals.

YOU’RE READY TO STUDY WITH THE LEADER IN 
ONLINE EDUCATION. EARN YOUR DEGREE ON YOUR 

SCHEDULE. VISIT TESU.EDU AND APPLY TODAY.

WHY CHOOSE TESU?
As one of the first schools in the country designed specifically for busy, 
motivated adults, Thomas Edison State University is dedicated to providing 
you with a high-quality education — anytime, anywhere.
 Exceptional Value: Competitive tuition and fees. Plus, financial aid 

and scholarships are available.
 Barrier Free: Students who receive an undergraduate degree with 

a GPA of 3.0 or higher will be automatically admitted to a graduate 
program.* No GRE/GMAT or recommendation letter required.

 Degree Flexibility: Engage in your courses whatever time of day 
works for you. Courses are available 24/7.

*Several programs have additional requirements beyond GPA for admission.

111 W. State St.  •  Trenton, NJ 08608
Office of the Dean 609-984-1130  •  Graduate Admissions 609-777-5680

gradadmissions@tesu.edu  •  www.tesu.edu

Individuals with graduate degrees earn an average of 
$1 million more in lifetime income compared to high 
school graduates.*

*https://www.ssa.gov/policy/docs/research-summaries/education-earnings.html
**Emsi Q2 2020 Data Set


